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“Where children with motor disorders gain independence and confidence.”

Directors’ Column:
This Spring will be a season of renewal unlike many we’ve
experienced before. Along with the annual blooming of flowers
and chirping of birds, we will be experiencing the lift of
gathering limitations and travel restrictions — a vision two years
in the making.

After two years of transition, growth, and planning, CLC has
started a new chapter dedicated to bringing new students into
the school and making more connections within the West
Michigan community to promote conductive education and the
impact it can have for so many children.

Along with our new Conducting Readiness Program, we invite
you to learn about all the other new and exciting things
happening here at CLC. From learning about diversified support
We here at the Conductive Learning Center of North America
avenues to opportunities to read about new Board Members and
eagerly welcome the changes this Spring as a fresh start, and we long-time students. There is much for us to be excited about in
look forward to achieving our own goals and visions. We are
this issue. Thank you for continuing to be a part of our mission
excited to once again be able to welcome visitors into our
and CLC’s success.
building and host a summer camp with increased enrollment full
Andrea Swiger, Program Director
of friendly faces from both near and far.
Angela Freier, Director of Development

Introducing CLC’s Parent & Child Group
In January, CLC was thrilled to welcome a new cohort of Parent and Child group
participants.
The Parent & Child group is for children in their beginning stage of conductive
education. A parent or caregiver stays with the child at all times, working directly
with the conductors. The program is very stimulating, fun, and intensive. The
focus is on teaching the parents or caregivers to work with their child in a playful
manner. Adults also learn ways to encourage their child’s intellectual, physical, and
emotional development.
We are excited to share that all of the families who utilized the January P&C
session will be retuning for the April intensive program where families will
continue to learn and grow together.

Get to know

CLC Board Member:
Matt Smith

Job Title & Employer:
Human Resource Analyst, Meijer Inc.
What are your favorite hobbies?
I enjoy writing, reading, digital painting, spending time with
friends, public speaking, and physical activity
How did you get involved with CLC?
I first got involved with CLC as a student in the summer of
1998 I believe. We had tried several physical therapy
treatments to no avail and my family and I heard about CLC. I
began when I was two years old and since then ,CLC has
helped me develop many skills which provide me with much needed independence. Its unique approach helped
me learn the skills I needed to be able to live at college, graduate, and pursue a full-time career.
What draws you to CLC’s mission?
I am drawn to the mission because I know from personal experience that this program makes a world of
difference. Without it, I would not be able to do what I am able to do today nor would I be in the position I’m
in. To me, it’s important that other individuals that might be in the same situation I am in are provided with the
same opportunities I’ve been provided with. CLC works. It is a Family. It is unique and is something that more
people need to be exposed to because they don’t realize how much of a difference it makes. This is not just
something that works in a classroom - it has a trickle-down effect that supports students well beyond when they
graduate. This was my opportunity to give back to an organization that has changed my life.
What do you want to share about CLC and its programs that some readers may not know?
A unique thing about conductive education is that it is individualized while still giving students the opportunity
to work together to overcome challenges and difficulties. To me, one of the most important parts of the
program is the relationships and the camaraderie you build as you’re trying to overcome these challenges. It may
be something as simple as brushing your teeth, but for a lot of the students that is a monumental achievement.
Everyone has their story that is worth sharing.
What is your advice to someone who is looking for ways to help CLC and get more involved?
Each person has an opportunity to make a difference—especially at CLC. The whole organization is
about coming together despite physical limitations or challenges. I would encourage somebody who is
trying to get involved that this is a safe place. Anyone can get involved and have a big impact.
Every little bit counts.

GARAGE SALE!

June 9th-12th | 9-6

All sales go to support CLC Summer Camp 2022! Donate Items or Volunteer:
Email: afreier@conductivelearningcenter.org

SAVE THE DATE:
Evening of Celebration
MEET DAKOTA

October 11, 2022
Watermark Country Club

Dakota was born in January 2006, following a normal pregnancy, but a difficult emergency delivery. Dakota
began to attend CLC in May 2008. His parents found CLC through the Michigan State University Conductive
Education Evaluation Project when he was just two years old. His mother was apprehensive starting in CLC’s
Parent & Child program. She wasn’t sure what to expect and was nervous because the method was so different
than anything she had seen before – but her fears would soon vanish. Dakota began to thrive in the conductive
education program. Over the course of the past 14 years, Dakota’s determination to achieve his maximum
independence has been evident every step of the way. Following his enrollment in the Parent & Child program, he
progressed to full-time participation in our Early Childhood classroom where he learned the skills necessary to
transition to kindergarten in his local public school district.
As Dakota moved onto kindergarten, he would regularly participate at CLC in our school-age follow-up programs,
eager to continue developing his skills. Throughout his time at CLC, Dakota was continually challenged to come
up with different ways to accomplish skills that would change his own life – from putting toothpaste on his
toothbrush to buckling-up in the car, bathing himself, and standing up and walking all on his own. It’s easy to see
how CLC has impacted Dakota’s life. As his mother Angel shared, “CLC has helped Dakota to not give up on his
dreams, he learns that where there is a will there is a way, even if that way is different than normal.”
Dakota has always been a forward-thinker. Now as a high school student, his eyes are set on college and what he
needs to do in order to be successful. As he continues developing his physical skills, his conductor-teachers are
helping him to learn to independently care for his own needs with a focus on activities such as cooking, laundry
and buttoning his own clothing. His confidence and independence have relieved many of his mother’s previous
worries, “Dakota has a determination that makes him a strong young man and someone who is not willing to give
up on what he wants. If you tell Dakota that he can’t do something, he’ll work hard to prove you wrong.”

MARCH IS CEREBRAL PALSY AWARENESS MONTH
Children and young adults with cerebral palsy make up approximately 80% of students at
CLC. Visit the Cerebral Palsy Foundation at yourcpf.org to learn more about CP,
its history, current research, new support projects, and ways you can help raise awareness.

Support Team CLC!

Saturday May 14, 2022

The Conductive Learning Center of North America is a non-profit organization right here in
Grand Rapids that provides services to children and young adults with a motor disorder. CLC utilizes
the conductive education method to help individuals achieve their optimal physical, cognitive, and
social independence.
CLC is participating in the 2022 Amway River Bank Run as TEAM CLC! All funds raised for the
run go towards our Champion a Child Scholarship Fund which provides financial support for
students to attend CLC.

Support
Team CLC
right now
by scanning

HERE

Creating Independence:

The Conducting Readiness Program
Due to the growing need for services in our community for young children with motor
challenges, CLC has developed the Conducting Readiness Program (CRP) to improve
independence, school readiness, and life-skills through early intervention for children 6 years of
age and under.
The Conducting Readiness Program will provide new
families with the chance to try a full, four-week intensive
session of conductive education at a highly-subsidized rate.
Candidates for the program must:
► Be between the ages of 1 & 6 years old
►

Have a non-progressive motor disorder or motor delay

►

Be a child that may benefit from an intensive education
service within a group setting

This education-based rehabilitation program
capitalizes on the impacts of early intervention and is
designed to help students gain confidence and the skills

News Worthy
CLC received a grant from the Grand Rapids Community Foundation
from the Access Camps Fund. The grant will provide up to two
scholarships for students from low-income families to attend CLC
Summer Camp in 2022 and 2023. Thank you, GRCF, for the opportunity to
expand our reach within our community.
For Giving Tuesday 2021, the Rite Aid Foundation generously
supported CLC with a grant of $10,000 from the KIDCENTS
program. We are grateful to the Foundation for their continued support.
CLC is honored to be an Association Partner with Billy Footwear, a leading
company in the U.S. that manufactures shoes that embody universal design and
make inclusion in fashion possible for so many students here at CLC. Follow the
link on our website to get 10% off and a portion of your purchase will come
back to CLC to support our students!
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